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SIMPLICITY, PATIENCE
AND COMPASSION

I

n any aspect of life, family, career, sport, business, music, or lifestyle
we all have people we admire and wish to follow. Such ‘exemplars’
are usually ancestors, relatives, perhaps famous actors or musicians,
school-teachers, business gurus, sports stars, or religious leaders who are
recognized as outstanding performers in their field. But is this always the
case in our spiritual life? This issue we look at the qualities which add up to
‘The Power of Example’ in spiritual practice which we ordinary people can
actually follow in daily life.
One of the most famous Chinese spiritual teachers, the founder of Taoism,
Lao Tze, said it is in the simple things that we can find spiritual principles
worth following. In his ‘Tao Te Ching’ (The Book of the Way) he says that
he came to teach only three simple truths
Some say that my teaching is nonsense.
Others call it lofty but impractical.
But to those who have looked inside themselves,
this nonsense makes perfect sense.
And to those who put it into practice,
this loftiness has roots that go deep.
I have just three things to teach:
Simplicity, Patience, Compassion.
These three are your greatest treasures.
Simple in actions and in thoughts,
you return to the source of being.
Patient with both friends and enemies,
you accord with the way things are.
Compassionate toward yourself,
you reconcile all beings in the world.
- Tao Te Ching. Book 67.

Simplicity, Patience, and Compassion – three qualities which everyone
can follow no matter what your situation. It is no surprise then, that quiet
heroes and spiritual exemplars can be found in the most unexpected
places as we can see in the first of our series of articles in this issue on
The Power of Example…
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A

wise man once said that you can’t possibly
judge a person’s spiritual progress from
outward appearances alone. This was
certainly the case for a friend of mine who was
like any elderly lady catching the local bus to the
Supermarket for the weekly shop. Yet I knew she
had spent a lifetime of quiet study of theosophical books, raised a family, was a responsible
member of her local community, and
was ever conscious to put spiritual book-learning into daily-life
practice.

earnest talking together, she changed her mind
about suicide. She resolved to face her problems,
and go on living with her new-found friend there
to provide timely advice, as by now they were
firm friends. As far as I know, she has since gone
on to live a full and happy life.
The thought struck me, just how many lifetimes
of earnest application to both the study and
living of her philosophy this friend of
mine must have completed to reach
this stage of spiritual development
to where she shone with the
inner ‘buddhic’ light of pure
compassion. How amazing
to be just right there at that
bus-stop when she was most
needed, and for this to be
recognized by someone in
great need of guidance at
that particular moment. Surely
this was not by chance, but the
compassionate workings of the Law of
Karma.
Certainly, none of our efforts in our spiritual
endeavours are wasted even if it seems that we
may sit studying alone for hours seemingly
unnoticed, or work in unspectacular careers.
What we are inwardly from moment to moment
must be vastly important. We show our ‘true
colours’ when we are placed under the acid tests
of life experience – and that may happen even
when we are waiting for the local bus!
Kent Nerburn, from his book, Make Me an
Instrument of Your Peace, put these thoughts
beautifully when he wrote:

Good people
shine from
afar like the snowy
mountains
– The Dhammapada.

She told me that during one
of her regular shopping
expeditions, a complete
stranger, a young lady, had
confronted her at the bus
stop and said – “I had to come
over and see you. I must talk
with you.” Without questioning
her motives, my friend sat down
and several buses went drifting by
whilst they talked together for a couple of hours.
It turned out that this young lady was on her
way to commit suicide when she felt irresistibly
drawn to the old lady in the bus stop.
Her extreme situation seems to have somehow
forced open the doors of inner perception for
the distressed young lady. She said that, as she
walked by the bus-stop she could see a kind of
bright light surrounding the old lady and above
her head the vision of an open door amidst the
light. This amazing sight prompted her to speak
to a complete stranger about her most private
thoughts and fears. After a couple of hours

THE

PRESENCE
OF LIGHT

“We are not saints; we are not heroes. Our lives
are lived in the quiet corners of the ordinary. We
build tiny hearth fires, sometimes barely strong
enough to give off warmth. But to the person lost
in the darkness, our tiny flame may be the road to
safety, the path to salvation. It is not given us to
know who is lost in the darkness that surrounds
us or even if our light is seen. We can only know
that against even the smallest of lights, darkness
cannot stand. A sailor lost at sea can be guided
home by a single candle. A person lost in a wood
can be led to safety by a flickering flame. It is
not an issue of quality or intensity or purity. It is
simply an issue of the Presence of Light.” 
– The Editor
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THE POWER OF EXAMPLE

The Buddha once said:

‘It is necessary to live the life
to understand the doctrine’

T

his points to an eternal truth in all cultures that we expect people to ‘practice
what they preach’ and provide an example of their moral beliefs that the rest of us can
respect and follow.
This is especially the case in egalitarian and
anti-authoritarian Australia where we have little
time for empty platitudes from priests or politicians who don’t live up to their high and mighty
pronouncements in the privacy of their own
homes.
Examples: Essential for
Teaching: In short, if we
are really committed to a
moral path, we expect that
we should put theory into
practice towards others and
within ourselves to ‘measure
up’ to our professed beliefs.

If someone is sincerely doing this you can’t beat –
the power of example – for impressing and teaching others in every field of endeavour. First-hand
experience is of far more value than any amount of
illustration from the pages of history, however well
authenticated.
Every teacher knows about the importance of providing examples so that students can understand the
principals involved in any lesson – be it mathematics
and physics right through to history and languages.
This is part of preparing students to receive and
accept further information by
providing examples of what
they know and then moving on
to new information.
Moral Exemplars: The same
holds true on the spiritual
path, if we are sincere moral
exemplars in our personal
DECEMBER 2021 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 5

Confucius
6th Century BC
China.

behaviour, this
speaks volumes to
people who would
normally have no
time for esoteric
philosophy. If we go from
what they know, and perhaps cite
examples from our own personal experience,
this means a lot more to people than launching
immediately into complex philosophical discussions.
The power of example and the need for heroes
that we can follow is universal. The likes of
Mother Teresa, Martin Luther King Jnr, Mahatma Gandhi and Nelson Mandela are not merely
admired but they are taken as people worthy to
be copied.
Let’s take a look at the power of moral example
in different traditions the world over.
China: The ‘Junzi’: In China, the moral exemplar is captured in the ideal of what they call the,
JUNZI, meaning an ‘exemplary person’, ‘superior person’ or ‘person of excellence’.
Confucius (Kongzi), the Chinese sage (551BC
– 479BC) explained that such a person displays
the highest virtue, jen, translated variously as
‘righteousness’, ‘benevolence’, and ‘perfect virtue.’ It is related to, yi, meaning, justice.
Modern Confucian scholar, Professor Yao
Xinzhong, explains: “ yi is how you treat
other people appropriately. When you treat
6 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / DECEMBER 2021

people well and in a proper way you also
demonstrate virtue. Jen can be understood as
a moral force which keeps us in balance such
as we might say of someone who has good
character.’
The junzi, or exemplary person, is a beacon for
others to follow, or as is commonly understood
in China, ‘sageliness within and kingliness without’.
This same idea has recurred all over the world
throughout history. Let’s look at a few more
examples:
India: The Righteous King: In Hindu India, the
sacred text the Bhagavad Gita says:
‘Whatsoever a great man does, the same is done
by others as well. Whatever standard he sets, the
world follows.’
The great Indian epic, The Mahabharata, says:
‘If the king regards it, righteousness becomes
regarded everywhere.’

Picture: Arjuna and Krishna from
the Bhagavad Gita
The Buddha is not so much seen by Buddhists
as a saviour, as you would find in Christianity,
but rather as an example to be followed.
As the Buddhists say: ‘The flowers come into
bloom when the sage walks through the garden’, or: ‘The bees come of their own accord
in search of honey when the flower is in full
bloom.’
The author of India’s independence, Mahatma
Gandhi wrote:
‘When one choses for oneself, one sets an example for everyone.’

Picture: Lao Tzu 6th Century BCE.

China: Taoism: The Sage: In China, Taoism says
that when virtue traditions are strong, people,
and the example that they set to others, become
even more important than principles as sources
of moral guidance.
In the Tao Te Ching (meaning: ‘The Book of the
Way and its Virtues’) by Taoist Master, Lao Tzu:
‘Sages embrace the One and serve as models for
the whole world’ but they do not parade themselves as models, as that would be self-defeating.
‘They do not make a display of themselves and
so are illustrious.’
“The sage does not hoard. The more he helps
others, the more he benefits himself, the more
he gives to others, the more he gets himself. The
Way of Heaven does one good but never does
one harm. The Way of the Sage is to act but not
to compete.”
China: Confucius: The Scholar in Public Life:
Confucius advised good people to enter into
public life and so elevate the people by the power of their example:
‘Go before the people with your example and be
laborious in their affairs’.
In China through long ages the scholar is expected to be active in public life to serve as an
example and anyone in public life should be a

scholar to demonstrate their worthiness to be an
exemplar. Such a good ruler has no need to be
coercive, since their virtuous rule will naturally
lead to content subjects willing to obey them.
Confucius said:
‘The flowing progress of virtue is more rapid
than the transmission of royal orders by stages
and couriers.’
Confucius said that such a junzi (a good person)
in government is like the wind and the people
are like grass.
‘When the wind blows over the grass, the grass
will bend’.
Confucius further expressed this idea:
‘One who rules through the power of virtue is
like the Pole Star: it simply remains in place and
receives the homage of the myriad lesser stars.’
India: The Taste of Soup: Mahatma Gandhi took
a similar view: ‘If we do our duty, others will do
theirs someday. We have a saying to the effect: If
we ourselves are good, the whole world will be
good.’
Buddhism takes the view that there is a need
for an inner self-transformation – even before
we can become receptive to good examples –
much less ourselves provide a worthy example
to follow.
The Dhammapada puts it beautifully:
‘If a fool is associated with a wise man even for
all his life, he will not perceive the truth even
as the spoon does not perceive the taste of the
most delicious soup. But if a thoughtful man
is associated with a wise man, even for a minute, he will soon perceive the truth even as the
tongue perceives the taste of soup’.
Aristotle and Plato: What Makes a Great Soul:
In the West, like Confucius, Plato pointed to
the need for well-educated and morally upright
leaders as the best form of government and his
Academy was established, in part at least, to
DECEMBER 2021 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 7

encourage the development of such people.
Aristotle emphasized the need for good people to choose their friends very carefully.
carefully He
said:
‘The friendship of the good is good, and increases in goodness because of their association. They seem even to become better men by
exercising their friendship and improving each
other; the traits that they admire in each other
get transferred to themselves.’ ‘Perfect friendship
is the friendship of men who are good, and alike
in virtue.’
Aristotle describes the crown of
virtues as: ‘greatness of soul’, or,
Megalopsuchia, saying of such a
Megalopsuchia
rare person:
‘there are few things he values
highly’ and ‘nothing is great in his
eyes’. He does not care for personal
conversation nor to be complimented for himself or to compliment
others. He is the last to complain
about unavoidable or minor troubles ‘because such an attitude would
imply that he took them seriously’.
He said such a person should focus
on what is rightly honoured rather
than pursue honour for its own
sake. Honour can be a sign that you
are doing the right thing but it is
8 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / DECEMBER 2021

not the purpose of right action.
Simple and balanced living is certainly a feature
of a moral exemplar. Even in the materialist
modern world, moral exemplars favour simple
living from Mandela to Modi, Gandhi to Mother
Teresa.
Whilst advocating simple living, Aristotle
also said that virtue did not mean you live an
ascetic life. Aristotle believed that: ‘it is difficult
if not impossible to do fine deeds without any
resources.’
In the Middle East: The Prophet
Muhammad is identified as the
epitome of human behaviour in the
Quran to be emulated by all Muslims.
In Iran: the pre-Islamic Zoroastrian/Mazdian religion similarly
described the duties of its followers
to become the best they can be. The
duties of the Mazdian believer were
threefold: Think good thoughts,
Speak good words, and Perform
good deeds. It will be noted that
this formulation takes into account

Picture: Zoroaster 6th Century BC.

three fundamental planes:
• Thought: which belongs to the domain of the
mind,
• Word: which belongs to the domain of the
soul,
• Action: which belongs to the domain of matter
and the body.
In Russia: there is similarly an emphasis on following the example of good people, for example,
the great writer Dostoyevsky wrote:
“Advice to all: Be master of yourselves; know
how to conquer yourselves before you take the
first step along the new path; set an example
before you would convert others. Then only will
you be able to go forward.”
Modern Psychology: The Bystander Effect:
Contemporary social psychology supports these
ancient ideas about the way our behaviour is
influenced by those around us setting a good
example. This is called, the ‘Bystander Effect’,
that even a single person can have a dramatic
effect on group behaviour especially in crisis
situations.
If someone appears to be in need of help, and
there is only one person close by, that person is
most likely to render assistance. But if there are
several people, often none will. No one makes
the first move being unsure of whether this is
appropriate, which in turn indicates to others
that helping out is not socially mandated. But,
if just one person breaks rank and goes out to
help – sets the example – others will most often
join them.
So, you can see that the call to be a better person, to set an example, is pretty much universal
throughout history.
OK, but how can we possibly do this? How can
we take ‘the first step along this ‘new path’?
‘To Live to Benefit Mankind Is the First Step’:
Theosophist HP Blavatsky said that:
‘To live to benefit Mankind is the first step. To
practice the six glorious virtues is the second’. –
The Voice of the Silence. Page 33.
We can expect that life will always have its ups

and downs and that we cannot be ‘happy’ all the
time. Indeed, people who strive for ‘happiness’
in the common definition of material well-being, often have trouble empathizing with the
majority of humanity where suffering is frequently the norm.
So, having common sense about what we expect from life and helping out where we can
and when appropriate is the first step, but what
about those ‘Perfections’ or ‘Paramitas’?
Practical Ways to a Better World: The Paramitas
(‘Perfections’): Spiritual growth is essentially
converting our life experience into opportunities
for letting the Inner God at the core of us shine
in this world. All systems of spiritual initiation
to attain this goal are basically putting what the
Buddhist’s call ‘The Paramitas’ or ‘Perfections’
into action in the reality of daily life.
These spiritual qualities are enumerated and
called by different names in the world’s mystery
traditions but they can be boiled down to six
qualities:
Generosity; Ethical Discipline; Patience; Joyous
Perseverance; Meditative Stabilization; Wisdom.
What are these Paramitas? Of the seven listed in
the Voice of the Silence:
Dana, “giving,” concern for others, being
Dana
altruistic in thought, speech, and act.
Sila, “ethics,” the high morality expected of
the earnest disciple;
Kshanti, “patience,” forbearance, endurance,
is the kindly perception that others’ failings
are no worse and perhaps less severe than one’s
own.

1
2
3
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with the inner realms of himself and of nature.
If successful, he may attempt the three higher
degrees, leading to suffering the god within to
take possession of his humanity.
Virya: “vigor,” courage, resolution; the will
and energy to stand staunch for what is true,
and as strenuously oppose what is false. One
proficient in Virya is indefatigable in thought
and deed.
Dhyana: “meditation,” profound contemplation, emptying oneself of all that is less than
the highest, comes a natural awakening of latent
powers, to culminate eventually in oneness with
the essence of Being.
Prajna: “enlightenment, wisdom” — “the
key to which makes of man a god, creating
him a bodhisattva, son of the Dhyanis.” We will
have become “god from mortal,” as the Orphic
candidate describes this sacred moment of the
seventh initiation when transcendence and immanence become one.
– From Grace Knoche: To Light a Thousand
Lamps.

5

6
7

4

Viraga, “dispassion,” non-attachment to
the effects upon us of the ups and downs of
life: how difficult we find this and yet, if in our
deepest self we cherish the bodhisattva ideal, the
cultivation of ‘Viraga’ by no means condones
indifference to the plight of others. Rather, it
demands a wise exercise of compassion. It is
interesting that to our knowledge this paramita
is not given in the usual Sanskrit or Pali lists.
That the Voice includes Viraga has significance
because the fourth position is pivotal, midway
in the series of seven. Here we are reminded of
the seven stages of the initiatory cycle, of which
the first three are preparatory, consisting chiefly of instruction and interior discipline. (Cf.
The Mystery Schools, pp. 41-58) In the fourth
initiation the neophyte must become that which
he has learned about, that is, he must identify
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Why Should We Develop the ‘Paramitas’? Why
should we develop these particular qualities
along the Path of spiritual learning?
“To achieve the aims of others for spiritual
understanding you must first help them with
material goods as they won’t appreciate spirituality if they have an empty stomach! Since no
benefit will come from Generosity accompanied
by harmfulness towards living beings, you need
Ethical Discipline, which has great purpose for
others; this is the state of desisting from harm
to others and the causes of harm. To bring this
to its full development, you need Patience that
disregards the harm done to you. You need to
develop the ability to fix your mind on your
ideals so you need to develop Meditative Stabilization. Calmness and single-mindedness in the
service of others lead to Wisdom. None of this
is attainable by laziness, so you need Joyous Perseverance in pursuit of wisdom through service
to others and so this quality is the basis of the
other Perfections.”
[These comments are based on Tibetan spiritual

teacher Tsong-Kha-Pa, from his
Great Treatise on the Stages of
the Path to Enlightenment]
Common Sense: In these days
of the Covid pandemic, a lot
of people are suffering and are
consequently depressed and not
inclined to listen to high and
mighty philosophy when confronting their problems!
Again, to quote HP Blavatsky
when she was asked what are the
three most important things we
should remember when studying and applying esoteric philosophy she said:
‘Common Sense, a Sense of Humour, and more
Common Sense’.
Common sense tells us that when trying to
help someone, place yourself in their situation, provide advice, or set an example to
them of what to do to improve that situation,
or accept the situation if it cannot be changed.
It is no use talking high-brow philosophy
about karma and reincarnation when someone is suffering loss or pain when a gentle,
kindly word when appropriate, or even just a
smile can change their day for the better.
Practical Advice: As with the classroom situation we gave earlier, start with the example of
what people know and are familiar with and
work towards a better practical solution from
there.
It is possible always to use our background of

philosophical study but put it
into terms that are meaningful
to people in their current situation.
For example, for someone has
lost their home or job because of
Covid, it is no use talking about
karma and that we must set the
balance right again due to past
sins, rather that we could say,
‘Stuff happens’ in life and let’s get
on to see what opportunities are
available in different industries,
government assistance etc…
Bravely Face the Wintry Blasts:
As theosophical writer, G de Purucker, puts it:
“…The force of example is more powerful and
more telling than a hundred thousand words.
When we see a man bearing a misfortune with
manly fortitude, standing with unflinching face
to the wintry blasts that beat upon him, and yet
advancing to it, it stirs every spark of heroism
in those who watch, and we say, ‘Ah! A Man!’ It
is thus we give courage; we stimulate courage in
others.
We are like the Manasaputras (ie: ‘Sons of Mind’,
the exalted Beings who brought the quality
of mind to humanity). We bring the flame of
something holy and beautiful into others’ lives.
Just the same when others are in pain, or sorrow,
are suffering: set them an example of all that we
know would help us if we were like them…”
The Voiceless Example: It is important not to
preach or moralize to people in such situations
DECEMBER 2021 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 11

As spiritual students we have the opportunity,
and indeed the obligation, to help check the
negative forces in the world:
“……Check them with your own example;
check them with your forgiveness; check them
with your love; check them by refusing to be a
participant.
Set an example!”
- G de Purucker: from Questions We All Ask
no.36, June 3rd, 1930.

but to provide simple clear information that
makes sense.
Again, from G de Purucker: “…Often without
words I think is the best. I think it is fatal to
preach at a person. It makes people so tired
when you preach at them!
Sometimes the voiceless example is a thousand
times more powerful; than anything else.
Occasionally a gentle word, a kindly expression,
will work wonders. Sometimes human
hearts in pain are just longing for
a kindly touch, a friendly word
– just that, no more than
that; then set the example of
cheerfulness; but not overdone.
Do anything that occurs to
you, according to the person who needs help, setting
the example, showing what
your feeling is. I think that is
the best way. The circumstances are practically infinite… it is
so simple: set the example of what
you would do if you were in the person’s
place, what you would do to go away from the
condition”.
- G de Purucker: Studies in Occult Philosophy. Page 511.
The Power of Example: So, let’s not ignore
a most powerful weapon in our armoury of
resources to build a better world – the power
of example.
Let’s not get overwhelmed by the negatives of
this Covid world, let’s strengthen the spiritual
will through the practice of overcoming the
demands of the ‘Small Self ’ within us.
12 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / DECEMBER 2021

Further Reading:
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Exemplars’ – pages: 268-280.
G de Purucker: Studies in Occult Philosophy.
1973. Page 511: ‘How to Meet Despair and Depression’.
G de Purucker: Esoteric Teachings Vol.1: The
Esoteric Path: Its Nature and Its Tests.1987.
G de Purucker: Questions We All Ask. No.36.
1930.
Bas Rijken van Olst: ‘Thoughts on Religion in
the Future’ [Lecture given at the National
Meeting of the British Section of The
Theosophical Society, Manchester,
June 11, 2005.] Sunrise Magazine,
August/September 2005.
Vaclav Havel: ‘The World in
Our Hands’ Sunrise Magazine,
November/December 1995.
Grace F. Knoche: To Light a
Thousand Lamps. 2001. 
- The Editor

Work miracles
by setting a good example.
Others will catch your spirit!
The power of a good example
is the greatest miracleworking power of all.
– Wilfred Petersen.

GOD IS ALL-THAT-IS
– Fler Beaumont.
God is the Light of the World
the beauty and the love
that surrounds us.
God’s spirit burst into Manifestation
and the Universe was born.
From the Star-stuff of himself
God became Mankind
all creatures
all leaf and rock
and all else beside
God’s Love and Light
pervaded all.
We are the breath of God’s Love,
We, the people,
and the creatures
and all that is.
We are God in action.
All was love and peace
And total harmony
Until the wily Serpent
slithered in
planting the seed of Darkness.
To overcome the seed is to remember
God is the Light of the World
and His Plan will save us all.

Poem by the late Fler Beaumont of Melbourne, Australia from
her book: The Eternal Door: a special collection of DIVINE
LOVE poems, published posthumously by her daughter,
Andrea Beaumont, in 2021(Copyright for poem 21/12/2018).
Please contact Amazon or Book Depository if you want a copy
of the book. A copy is available for loan from our library in
Melbourne.
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SEVEN JEWELS OF WISDOM
KARMA: THE SECOND JEWEL
– Stefan Carey.

W

e continue our
series on the
basic teachings
of the Ancient Wisdom
known as The Seven Jewels
of Wisdom in Theosophy:
Reincarnation, Karma,
Hierarchies, Self-Becoming,
Evolution, Two Paths,
Knowledge of the Self.
Let’s have a brief look at the
Second Jewel: Karma: The
Law of Action and Reaction.

Also known as Karman, but
not ‘Kama’ which means
‘Desire’. The origin of the
word is a Sanskrit term
which means; ‘to do’ or ‘to
make’. For example, if we
throw a stone into the ocean,
the ripples will fan out
infinitely and eventually be
transformed into new forms
of energy. Similarly, any
thought or act has its effect
on the environment for good
or ill and fans out to affect
others over a long period of
time. Therefore, you cannot
separate your actions from
the rest of the universe and
14 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / DECEMBER 2021

hope that you are immune from the results
of your actions, thoughts, etc. This is the real
basis for all the laws of ethics that society and
the church imposes on us.
There is global karma, national karma, family
and personal karma. It is not so much a system of punishment or reward, rather more an
impersonal law with the results created by us
and balanced by us in the final analysis.
Karma has been taught throughout the ages
by all the great religions.
One explanation comes from Zen Buddhism
as discussed by Professor Suzuki who explains:
“Human suffering is due to our being bound
up in Karma. All of us as soon as we are born
carry a heavy burden of past Karma. Human
beings alone of all creatures on our globe can
design and calculate and are conscious of
themselves and of their doings…from thinking consciously, we develop the faculty of
seeing, designing and planning beforehand,
which demonstrates that we are free…Not
only are we so wrapped up in our Karma,
but we know the fact that we are so wrapped
up…this very fact of our being aware of the
karma-bondage is the spiritual privilege of
Humanity. From this privilege, implying freedom, means our ability to transcend Karma…
We must make full use of it, and accepting
the Karma-bondage as far as it extends, resolutely face all forms of suffering and thereby
qualify ourselves for transcending them.”
[quoted from the Essence of Buddhism]
All cultures have a reward and punishment
system in varying forms – from the burning
Hell of fundamentalist Christianity, to the
more enlightened and non-judgemental idea
of personal responsibility of Buddhism and
Theosophy. Not only is there no separateness
in the universe but, in fact, no part of reality is immune from the influences around it.
Reality is interblended on all levels. 
– Stefan Carey, Daylesford, Australia.

The older we grow the
more we realize the true
power and happiness come
to us only from those who
spiritually mean something
to us. Whether they are near
or far, still alive, or dead, we
need them if we are to find
our way through life. The
good we bear within us can
be turned into life and action
only when they are near to
us in spirit.
– Albert Schweitzer
from Reverence for Life.

The interweaving of all levels of nature
leads on to the third jewel: The Doctrine of
Hierarchies in our next issue.
DECEMBER 2021 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 15

THE EXAMPLE OF
THE ANCESTORS IN
TRADITIONAL SOCIETIES
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T

raditional societies such as the Australian
aborigines and African communities across
both continents have a strong sense of
the importance of ancestors in their lives. This is
because an ancestor is seen to be important not
just because they lived a long time ago, are part of
our family or community and then they died, but
rather they are revered for their level of attainment
as good human beings and subsequent example of
behaviour they have left to their communities.
To be an ancestor and be remembered for it, is to
be someone who lived a good life and who exhibited personality traits that warrant emulation. People
would look at such a person and say that they lived
an inspiring life, that they helped their communities and were caring people in every way that we
should copy today.
EUROPE: We find a similar attitude in ancient
European societies where ancestors were revered in
Roman society and most households had a shrine
to their favourite god/goddess and their ancestors.
In the Norse tradition from ancient Scandinavia,
their ancient sacred text The Edda says that there
can be no greater honour that future generations
should remember us for our meritorious character
and deeds of this life. The canonisation of saints in
the Catholic Church and the celebration of the past
glories of European Kings and Queens, are similar
to the veneration of ancestors in African and Aboriginal traditions. We still perpetuate this ancient
veneration of ancestors in the Western countries
on such occasions as ANZAC (Australia), Veterans’
(US) or Armistice (UK) Day and their equivalents
across European countries where we remember
honoured ancestral war heroes and celebrate their
example of self-sacrifice for the good of future
generations.
INDIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST: In India the
various festivals for Avatars, or great spiritual
teachers of the past, looks very much like ancestor veneration. In China we have ‘filial piety’ to
esteemed ancestors in Confucianism and Taoism which both look to emulating the example
of ancestors. The Prophet Mohammed and Jesus
the Messiah in the Middle East and Europe are

Picture: A paramount chief, or king (alii nui)
and his wife from ancient Hawaii. In the background the kahuna nui or, high priest of Ku (patron spirit of the chiefs) holds a feathered spirit
image wrapped in a kapa (fabric wrap). Besides
the priest stands the prime minister, kalaimoku,
holding a stalk, ti, a sign of truce or peace. At
the right stands a servant and a guard bearing
a kahili, a feathered standard of a height that
warns commoners of the king’s approach.

worshipped as ideals of what we should try to
become.
POLYNESIA: ANCIENT HAWAII: In the traditional societies of our Polynesian neighbours, chiefs
were trained from childhood to an ideal of the
perfect chief as one who led and inspired his people
by wise and courageous example. Chiefs in ancient
Hawaii were expected to lead their commoners in
heavy labour, planting, building fish-ponds, constructing rock platforms for temples, as well as in
battle. The paramount chiefs of Hawaii served as
the interface between men and the high God, Ku,
from whom flowed ‘mana’ (life force) for governance, diplomacy, warfare, fishing, agriculture,
public works, canoe building, and all the crafts that
guaranteed the survival of traditional society. This
is all very similar to the European ideal of Christian
Knighthood and their obligation of setting a courageous example to the common people. However,
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just as in the European ideals of knighthood, or
Maat, representing truth, balance, law, and morality
many of our politicians today, the ideals of chieftas standards to live by. That we should try and deenhood were often honoured in the breach than by
velop and attain a purity within ourselves emulatobservance. Those who behaved most outrageously
ing the law of balance in the greater Universe.
may well be the ones who are most remembered
• Nigeria: amongst the Yoruba people the concept
in the history books, though probably the great
of Iwa-pale, meaning a balance of good character
majority of chiefs were those who quietly
in alignment with one’s own, Ori, or Divine
and diligently strove to be examples
Self. Be a better person and consider
of the virtuous life. Many kings
the best interests of others.
The constant reminder
• Ghana: the Akan people
ruled with diplomacy and
benevolence – Lailekukahi
speak of Obra Pa, meanof good deeds of the ancestors
of the Hawaiian island of
ing, living a life of benefacts
as
a
spur
to
good
conduct
Oahu, Liloa of Hawaii,
icence and developing
on the part of the living; and the belief
the big island of the
a good character.
Hawaiian group, and
• South Africa: the
that the dead can punish those who
Liloa’s son, Umi, were
concept of Ubuntu,
violate
traditionally
sanctioned
mores
as
especially famous
or ‘I am because we
a
deterrent.
Ancestral
beliefs,
therefore,
for their wisdom
are’, that we are all
and goodness a bit
part
of humanity and
represent a powerful source of moral
like King Solomon of
we have a universal
sanction for they affirm the values
Israel in the Bible.
bond of sharing beupon which society is based.
cause of our shared conMODERN SCIENCE:
sciousness. An authentic
- K. Opuku Asare.
Traditional beliefs in the imindividual human being is
portance of ancestors are borne
part of a larger and more signifout by the latest science of Epigenetics
icant relational, communal, societal,
which indicates that the experiences and trauenvironmental and spiritual world This puts
mas suffered by ancestors seem to be built into our
the burden of responsibility on us to live up to
DNA and may be directly handed down to future
the best of ourselves and to overlook differences
generations. Advances in modern science now
between people to achieve the common goal of
confirm that various genetic markers in our chropeaceful co-existence. This concept is found in
mosomes transmit traits, phobias and behavioural
most African societies called by different names.
patterns between family members over generations. So, ancestors become a living presence in our
Ancestral communication thus reflects the attempt
lives for many traditional peoples not because our
to activate their essence within us to draw and learn ancestors just lived long ago and are our direct
from the experience and wisdom garnered over
relations, but because they represent ideal examples
their lifetimes by tapping into the ‘chromosome
of high character that we can emulate to make our
memory’. So, what were these meritorious ancestral
world of today a better place. 
characteristics that should be followed even now
centuries later? Australian Aboriginal and African
– Compiled by the Editor.
More information on traditional African reverculture alike stress that we should live life in the
ence of Ancestors is available on Ancestral Voices
best manner we can. We should attempt to master
website at www.ancestralvoices.co.uk and in the
and develop ourselves till we get to the point where
book
by Dalian Y. Odofo: Ancestral Voices: Spirit
we could be emulated by others as an example to be
is Eternal (2016). More information on Ancient
lived by.
Hawaii is available in the book by Herb Kawainui
Some examples from African traditional societies:
Kane: Ancient Hawaii (1997) both available from
• Ancient Egypt: the concept, and the Goddess,
our library in Melbourne.
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he sat in the seat of
Judgement. Like Pilate,
she washed her hands of
it all, but she saw both sides
of the conflict, loved both
sparring friends.
Then she remembered the
Balm of Loving-Kindness…
The time a friend examined
an injured foot, with all the
gentleness of a dove with its
young - when its owner kept
the hurt going,

‘Practice what you

THE BALM
OF LOVING
KINDNESS

The time when, in the pouring rain, this person left her
umbrella in the supermarket,
asked the checkout person,
“Was it at the counter?”, but
couldn't find the umbrella - a
friend at the next counter said:
"I'll take you to your home,
When a problem comes, the
answer for it comes along intow”- she was right!
The time when a sometimes
despised couple shared the
traumas of an operation,
the man feeling "happy as a
schoolboy" when his Love
came through and he could
even visit her, and others came
to her aid with gifts of friendship and love.
The time when forgiveness
intervened, like a Balm of Gilead, when friends were turning
into foes, and only saw the
hurt in one another.
Blessed be Loving Kindness, it
Truly is Everything.
– Amanda F. Rooke,
Melbourne, Australia.

Balm of Gilead was a rare
perfume used medicinally,
that was mentioned in the
Bible, and named for the
region of Gilead, where it was
produced. The expression
stems from the King James
Bible, and has come to signify
a universal cure in figurative
speech.

preach’ is, possibly,
the main technique, or
spiritual practice, that
allows us to verify our
statements, to find out
their limitations and to
understand the degree
of our spiritual maturity
in the light of our own
spiritual principles. So,
let us try to sincerely
follow the principles
we proclaim, as close
as we can. Let us make
decisions only proceeding
from our statements. If
we proclaim the concept
of ‘compassion’, let
us try to manifest our
compassion to every
manifestation of life,
without exception. If we
proclaim ‘honesty’, let us
try to never lie – neither
orally nor in writing,
neither to others nor to
ourselves.”
- Roza and Margarita
Riaikkenen: The Laws of Life,
pages: 274-275.
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NEWS

OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY (PASADENA)
AROUND THE WORLD

Australia

Zoom Online Meetings: Tuesday nights from

7.30pm, Melbourne time. Please check our
Theosophy Downunder Website at:
www.theosophydownunder.org for the latest
information and list of meetings available on Zoom.
Please email: andrewrooke@hotmail.com if you
want to be put on our mailing list for the weekly
Zoom meetings.

Melbourne Library News – from Amanda
Rooke: Theosophical Pasadena Library Centre is

at 664 Glenhuntly Rd, Caulfield South, Melbourne.
The library has a collection of ‘hard-to-get’ books
and magazines on spirituality, religion, theosophy
and occultism. Books are available for loan to
regular attendees at our meetings and U3A students
attending the Ancient Wisdom course (Tuesday
Zoom meetings) or by mail to members. The
library is open with relevant Covid restrictions on
Tuesday mornings from 9.30am to 12.30pm. The
library catalogue is available on our website at:
www.theosophydownunder.org
New Books in the library include: Two new books by
Normandi Ellis: Imaging the World into Existence:
and Ancient Egyptian Manual of Consciousness, and:
The Union of Isis and Thoth: Magic and Initiatory
Practices of Ancient Egypt; By Steven Hassan:
Combatting Cult Lind Control: the #1 Best-Selling
Guide to Protection, Rescue, and Recovery from
Destructive Cults; Dalian Y. Adofo: Ancestral Voices:
Spirit is Eternal; Herb Kawainui Kane: Ancient
Hawaii. Raol McLaughlin: The Roman Empire and
the Indian Ocean: the ancient world economy & the
kingdoms of Africa, Arabia & India.

Theosophical Book of the Month:

Dhammapada: Wisdom of the Buddha – Translated
by Harischandra Kaviratna: The Dhammapada,
long perpetuated through oral tradition, is a
synthesis of the Buddha’s ethical teachings. The
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English translation by
noted Sinhalese pundit,
Harischandra Kaviratna,
with the original Pali text
(in Roman script) on facing
pages, was produced after
comparison with Sanskrit,
Burmese, and Chinese
versions. A glossary of Pali
philosophical terms with Sanskrit equivalents
and English definitions is included. In a valuable
introduction, Dr Kaviratna discusses the history
of the Dhammapada and its place in the Buddhist
canon together with its relation to the Vedas and
Brahmanical literature. Available to borrow from
our library in Melbourne, or purchase via Amazon.
Published by the Theosophical University Press, the
publication division of our Theosophical Society.

New on our Website: Several new articles have

been added to our website under the ‘Theosophy
Downunder Library of Articles and Lectures’
menu. Including the following articles: By Andrew
Rooke: Salvation: What Does That Mean?; African
Traditional Religion; Self-Becoming: The Doctrine
of Swabhava; Hanuman: the Hindu Monkey God;
Boddhisattva Attitude; Family Tree; The Little
Things; The First Rainbow; Kindergarten of the
Mysteries; By Amanda F. Rooke: Guardian Angels:
Do They Exist?; A Librarian’s Revelation; The View
Through a Church Window; Website; Pam’s Mum’s
Funeral; By Sotiria Galanapoulou: Theosophy
and Quantum Physics; By Heathclyff St James
Deville: The Custom of Saying Grace; Witchcraft:
an ancient tradition for modern times; By Nicholas
Weeks: Towers of Infinite Thought: Sacred Places of
Initiation. Check these articles and plenty more at:
theosophydownunder.org/ifensterl.php?./library/
Apologies to Rita Houthuijzen who was wrongly
listed in our last issue as Ruth Houthuijzen the
author of Organ Donation, Euthanasia, Suicide and
Abortion: some theosophical perspectives.

International Headquarters

The Theosophical Society, Pasadena, has a
comprehensive website, www.theosociety.org
where a wide selection of online publications,
information regarding the basic concepts,
objectives and history of the society can be viewed.

American Section

The online magazine, The Spiral Path, is available
on the website www.theosocietyamsec.org

Northwest Branch: A wide range of articles and
all editions of the Theosophy Northwest View
newsletter are listed at: www.theosophy-nw.org

British Section

For all back copies of the newsletter, Compass,
and general information go to
www.theosophical.org.uk
Zoom online lectures and discussions are now
available in the UK.
Contact Pat and Sandy Powell at:
ts-uk@talktalk.net

German Section

For general information: www.theosophie.de

The Netherlands Section

For general information: http://www.theosofie.net

Swedish Section

Pratt, features a wide range of topics relating to
theosophy: http://davidpratt.info

Theosophy World News: the best way

to keep up with developments in the worldwide theosophical movement inclusive of all
Theosophical Societies is to read this quarterly
website at: https://theosophy.news/issue/theosophynews-worldwide-3rd-quarter-2021-427.html

South African Section

Copies of the South African section newsletter,
Contact, are available by emailing the editor and
National Secretary, Alice Yetman: alice.yetman@
gmail.com Contact person in the greater Durban
area: Grant Holliday, halliday@absamail.co.za
Contact person in the Western Cape: Dewald
Bester: besterdewald@gmail.com

Mining Zinc, Nickel and Cobalt
from Plants: ‘Phytomining is the
Sustainable Future

Big tropical mining companies could soon be
presented with a green alternative to traditional
strip mining by letting plants vacuum up the
trace minerals instead of mining equipment.
Phytomining, as it’s called, relies on a select few
species of plants that can literally suck the soil dry
of minerals like zinc, selenium, nickel, and cobalt.
Rather than polluted rivers, plumes of sulphur
dioxide, and the throng of heavy machinery,

http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sverige/
index.htm
For online literature in Swedish visit:
http://theosociety.org/pasadena/sverige/
teosofiskabokforlaget/index.htm

Exploring Theosophy

The Synthesis of Science, Religion and
Philosophy: This website, maintained by David
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phytominin—as one demo site which started in
2015 bears witness—relies on locals to trim a few
feet of a 20-feet tall green shrub. These leavings are
collected and burned to create “bio-ore” filled with
20 to 25% nickel by weight. The mining industry is
keen to see how this green alternative to one of the
most carbon-heavy industries can actually perform.
Allowing plants to gather materials for you beats
mining says research scientists at the University of
Queensland: “We can now demonstrate that metal
farms can produce between 150 to 250 kilograms
of nickel per hectare (170 to 280 pounds per acre),
annually,”... “At this stage, phytomining can go fullscale for nickel immediately, while phytomining
for cobalt, thallium, and selenium is within reach,”
This is exciting news particularly in countries like
Australia where mining has damaged large areas
of a delicate environment. What with vertical
farms in skyscrapers in our cites, and mining using
plants to draw rare metals from the ground, it
seems that plants have a major role in the future of
a more balanced environment. More information
at: https://grist.org/science/phytomining-nickelkinabalu-park-malaysia/

New Way to Get Carbon Out
of the Atmosphere

The world’s largest factory built solely for the
purpose of drawing carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere and storing it, has just come online
in Iceland - Carbfix. Built in the geothermal park
in Hellisheidi, the company hopes this is merely a
stepping stone necessary to scale up the model by
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a factor of 80, and thereby remove millions of tons
of CO2 by the end of the decade. As direct a climate
solution as there could be, the ‘Orca factory’, is
just one of a number of climate change solutions
offered by the Icelandic firm Carbfix, takes CO2
from the air before separating the carbon from
the oxygen, mixing it with water and sending it
deep underground into basalt rock formations
where it mineralizes. The company says it can
pull 4,000 tons of CO2 out of the atmosphere
every year, the equivalent of taking 870 cars off
the road. For example, offsetting emissions by
planting trees is great, but it takes 50 years for a
tree to gather enough CO2 to actually sequester
it. If the tree dies before that period, it’s as if the
company did nothing. A Canadian company,
Carbon Engineering are currently building what
they call the world’s largest direct air capture plant
in the southwestern US that, when operational, will
remove more than 1 million tons of carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere every year, about the same as
40 million mature trees.


…Thus, the Master is content to serve
as an Example and not to impose his
will. He is pointed but does not pierce,
straightforward but subtle, radiant but
not too bright as to be blinding to the eye
…. content with an ordinary life, he can
show the people back to their own true
nature… Lao Tse: from the Tao Te Ching.

THE
IMITATION
OF CHRIST:

A
MANUAL
FOR
LIVING

- Thomas A’Kempis.

I

n this technological
world, it can often be a
confusing experience
making computers do what
we want them to do, even for
such comparatively simple
tasks as writing a letter on a
word processor or searching
the internet. Inevitably most
of us end up asking a younger
member of the family how to
make the obstinate computer
work. Sooner or later our
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younger computer expert will tire of our
constant questions and demand of us that we
– RTBM
RTBM, translated from technology-speak –
‘Read the B----y Manual!’
I thought, that’s really good advice, pity that
there isn’t a good manual for the problems of
daily life! So, I began my search and found that
there are in fact many such manuals. But one
I found which is especially valuable: The Imitation of Christ by medieval German monk,
Thomas A’Kempis,
CHRIST AS THE EXAMPLE TO LIVE BY:
With the exception of the Bible itself, The Imitation of Christ, a little devotional book written
600 years ago, has possibly been the most influential book in Christian literature. Written by
German monk, Thomas A’Kempis, at some time
between 1390 and 1440, it has been the source
of inspiration to millions of Christians over the
centuries.
This book should be prescribed reading for
everyone who is seeking the Spiritual Path amid
the turmoil and distractions of daily life. It is
as fresh and relevant today as it was
when the ink dried on the parchment
pages in a German monastery those
many years ago.
Remarkable for its simple language
and style, it emphasizes:
• Spiritual rather than the materialistic life.
• It affirms the rewards of being
‘Christ-Centered’,
• It supports the Holy Communion
as a means to strengthen faith.
• Common-sense approach to life’s
challenges,
• Encouraging us not to be overly intellectual in
a bookish way,
• Walk the middle path of moderate, not extreme, austerity.
• His final comments in the book show a great
comfort and inspiration many people derive
from religious rituals, in this case, the Holy
Communion of the Christian Church.
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From a theosophical perspective, this wonderful book is an
accurate portrayal of the inner
spirit of the Christian message.
According to theosophical
teachers, the person represented as Jesus Christ in the New
Testament was an ‘Avatara’ or
divine spiritual teacher and
inspirer of the Piscean Age of
2,160 years duration and recently completed (we are now
entering the Age of Aquarius).
The Gospels, rather than being
an accurate historical record,
were a type of spiritual instruction manual urging Christian
devotees to follow the example
of Christ in their own lives.
Therefore, Thomas’s title – The
Imitation of Christ – and the
purpose of his book are completely in accord with the inner
meaning of Christianity.
THEMES FROM THE
IMITATION OF CHRIST:
As far as theosophy is concerned, we should all live in
The Imitation of Christ, attempting to apply his message
of revering Divinity and loving
our neighbours equally as ourselves in our daily lives – or at
least – TRY.
When reading this book, if we
simply apply the theosophic
understanding of the ‘Higher
Self ’ rather than the Christian
terminology of ‘Jesus Christ’
and ‘Thy’ and ‘Thine’, etc…we
could be reading a theosophical book! All the great lessons
discussed by theosophical
teachers are there, from:
• the importance of cultivating
the inner life,

• The necessity of meditation and
‘prayer’ in the sense of aspiring to
the Inner God,
• Developing patience,
• To centre our consciousness in
the Christ-like aspects of ourselves,
• The impermanence of material
things,
• The necessity of seeking union
with the Inner God,
• The constant temptations and
inner battles to be faced on the
path of spiritual development.
What better advice can there be for
the conduct of our daily lives than this simple
prayer for The Imitation of Christ encouraging
us to put our trust in the hands of the Inner God
residing in all our hearts:
“Grant me Thy Grace, most merciful Jesus, that
it may be with me, and work in me, and persevere with me even unto the end. Grant that
I may ever desire and wish whatsoever is most
pleasing and dear unto Thee. Let Thy will be
mine, and let my will follow Thine and entirely
in accord with it. May I choose and reject whatsoever Thou dost, yea, let it be impossible for
me to choose or reject except according to Thy
will. Grant that I may die to all worldly things,
for Thy sake love to be despised and unknown
in this world. Grant unto me, above all things
that I can desire, to rest in Thee, and that in
Thee my heart may be in peace. Thou art the
true peace of the heart, Thou art alone its rest;
apart from Thee all things are hard and unquiet.
In Thee alone, the supreme and Eternal Good,
I will lay me down in peace and take my rest.”
(The Imitation of Christ 1874 edition. Pages:
175-176.)
SOME QUOTES FROM
THE IMITATION OF CHRIST:
• If thou wilt receive profit, read with humility,
simplicity and faith, and seek not at any time the
fame of being learned.
• ‘In omnibus requiem quaesivi, et nusquam
inveni nisi in angulo cum libro.’ (I have searched

for peace everywhere, but have
not found it anywhere except for
in a corner with a
book).
• At the Day of
Judgement we
shall not be asked
what we have read
but what we have
done.
• If, however, you
seek Jesus in all
things, you will
surely find Him.
• The more a man is united
within himself and interiorly
simple, the more and higher
things doth he understand
without labour; because he
receiveth the light of understanding from above.
• Happy is that soul, which
heareth the Lord speaking
within her, and from His
mouth receiveth the word of
comfort.
Happy ears, which receive the
strains of the divine whisper,
and take no notice of the whisperings of the world .
Happy ears indeed, which
hearken to truth itself teaching within, and not to the
voice which soundeth without.
Happy eyes, which are shut to
outward things, but are attentive to things interior.
Happy they, who penetrate
into internal things, and endeavour to prepare themselves
more and more by daily exercises for attaining to heavenly
secrets. 
- The Editor.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Where did the word ‘Nature’ come from?
We recently received an email from a
friend: “…Nature and God seem to be
equivalent in many religious traditions,
especially traditional religions such as the
Pagan tradition in Europe and the tradi“…In Alexandria, the cosmopolis of ancient cultures where
many languages merged, the
ancient Egyptian word neter
and the Coptic Christian word
for ‘the God’ came to be pronounced something like netjer;
from this, the essence of the

tional religions of Africa and Australia. How
did this happen?...” I can do no better than
quote a recent book by Nicki Scully and Normandi Ellis, from their book: The Union of
Isis and Thoth, page: 35:

Latin word, natura, emerged.
The meaning was to identify
the divine consciousness in
all things – in the human, the
winged, the finned, and the
furred animal forms.
This later became the English
word nature.

Susan Brind Morrow, a translator of contemporary and
ancient Egyptian folk-tales,
says that: “Ntjer…eventually
became the Coptic, hence the
early Christian word for God.”
(Morrow: Names of Things,
pages: 6-7.)

How the One Became the Many
Eugene Harris of Melbourne has recently written to us addressing one of the eternal questions of religion and philosophy: ‘How did the One become the Many?’
“…The problem in philosophy of the One and the Many
is solved by the image of the
‘Sea’ (being the One) and
the myriads of ‘Sunlit Glints’
flashing on its surface (the
Many). Each glint appears,
endures for its span and then
disappears. This is the flux
of temporal process in the
theatre of space in the manifestation of galaxies, planets,
flowers, human lives, gnats,
amoebae, and atoms. The Sea,
the One, is what it is, and the

Glints are surface manifestations, coming and going
as they and the manifested
forms they symbolize must
do.
The dichotomy falsely forced
in philosophical argument
between the One and the
Many obscures the necessary
and true nexus between the
Creative Source and its issue
which compose the manifest
reality in which we are born,
live and move in till we too,
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like a Sea-Glint, pass out of
existence. The two are inseparable.
The manifest world is the
foundation of our being and
the point of departure for our
spiritual growth. Involution
is our lot in coming into the
Body. Evolution, which exists
in living organisms (and us) in
the biological sense, is also a
matter of spiritual growth and
maturation toward That which
created us…”

THE TAROT

PATHS OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS:
A REVIEW ARTICLE OF THE MEDITATIONS ON THE TAROT

I

n referring to various kinds
of magical practices, secret
brotherhoods, devil-worshipping
cults and the like, when the words ‘The
Dark Side’ are spoken, people often
give themselves over to a little tremor
or thrill – imagining that there exists
some very potent force, challenging in
its power the ‘Path of Light’, and what
is regarded as the Judaic-Christian
spiritual path. There is some feeling,
or suspicion, that these dark forces

may even have equal power to those of
the Light. You come across statements
that where there is light there has to be
darkness or shadow. It’s even said that
if one is interested in magical practices
why should one limit oneself to one
side only, or, in terms of knowledge
anyway, that one should know about
the whole spectrum of supernatural
activities. There is some evidence that
Dark Lodges do exist. So, what are we
to make of this ‘Dark Side’?

– Geoff
Pascoe

Picture:
The
Marseille
Tarot Cards
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SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR PATHS
In this article, the case will be made
that what it really amounts to, when
you look at what can be gained and
what effect it has on a person, in following the Path of Light and the Path
of Darkness, is that there is a Superior Path and an Inferior Path. The
insights we will mainly draw on are
those presented in a book which has
become well-known in recent times,
The Meditations on the Tarot. (*1) The
author is given as anonymous, but it is
known who it is. The author is Valentin
Tomberg (1900 - 1973), who was born
in St Petersburg, of a Russian mother
and Estonian father of Baltic German
origins. During his life, spent in Russia,
Estonia, The Netherlands, Germany
and England, he was involved with various mystical and religious groups. He
was a member of Rudolf Steiner’s Anthroposophical Society for some time,
but, due to his controversial views, he
separated from them, and he went on to
convert to Roman Catholicism. We will
look at, in particular, his writings on six
cards which have a bearing on the distinction between the two paths, which
he often refers to as the Right-Hand
Path and the Left-Hand Path. Much of
what he says – perhaps not all – gives a
very clear picture of what is the superior path for a mystic.
The subtitle of Tomberg’s book is A
Journey into Christian Hermeticism.
Overall, it can be seen as having the
theme of reconciling many of the key
tenants of Christianity with traditional
esoteric – particularly Hermetic – ideas.
It has to be said, too, that although he
has studied and appreciated aspects
of much of the Eastern and Western
esoteric and religious traditions, he can
still be rather critical of them. Sometimes, for this writer at least, he can
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be a little annoying in the way that he
is very particular about pointing out
the deficiencies of these other mystical
paths which lie outside his own, Catholic, Christianity. All one can do, really,
is just put up with that, and take in the
truly profound insights he often has of
the spiritual world, and the means of
approaching it. He’s got a good deal to
say about the highest spiritual path.
Also, in writing about the dark side,
in particular about The Devil card,
Tomberg bears in mind that to really
study a subject one risks identifying
with it – that to immerse oneself in
some field of knowledge is to commune
with it. Thus, he just restricts himself
to observing it at a distance, as a phenomenon only. Following this principle,
we won’t be concerned with any actual
practices of the so-called dark side.
We’ll let the reader, if they wish, assess,
where, in the light of the study of these
cards, these practices might fit in.
In introducing each card, the Hebrew
letter sometimes associated with it will
be given, along with the meaning as
it may relate to the card – according
to Paul Foster Case, the well-known
teacher on the Tarot and other parts of
the Western Mystical Tradition. This is
not provided by Tomberg, but is given
here for the sake of presenting in one
symbol, from another source, some
overall sense of the card.

The tarot cards used in this study are
those of the Marseille Deck.

THE FORCE CARD
The first card to be looked at is Force,
the 11th Arcanum. The Hebrew letter
which has been associated with Force is
Teth, meaning snake, serpent power, or
Teth
in theosophy, Fohat.
In this card we see a woman holding
open, without effort, the jaws of a lion.
It illustrates the ascendency of one kind
of force, or strength, over another. The
woman, in Tomberg’s work, is the Virgin
– also known as Virgin Nature, Virgin-Mother or Virgin-Sophia – as she was
conceived of in ancient mystical schools
and religions. In the Proverbs it is the Virgin who is speaking through Solomon:
Before his works of old
I was set up from the everlasting,
From the beginning,
Or ever the earth was.
…
when he marked out the foundations of
the earth,
then I was at work beside him.
Proverbs v111,22-30.
She represents a force which has a
purity and a serenity which comes
from inner concordance, or unity, and

is a source of vital life energy. The lion,
as a beast of nature, but also of ‘Holy
Animality’, has a natural feeling for the
source of life energy. The lion represents what Tomberg calls electrical
energy, which is created by tension and
struggle between opposites. The Virgin is the force of divine energy which
comes from harmony and co-operation
of its parts. He gives the example of
the rabbis studying the Zohar. When
they find agreement on any point on
a deeper and loftier comprehension of
the Torah, the rabbis weep and embrace
one another. Also, in the first manifesto
of the Rosicrucians, the Fama Fraternitatis, it says: ‘… the truth is peaceable,
brief, and always like herself in all
things…’
Electrical energy is made use of in technical fields, and also in the areas of the
mind at work – in hypnosis, demagogic
propaganda, political polemics. Arguments create a kind of energy, however
only a fusion of opinions can bring
about Truth.
The Emerald Tablet of the Hermeticists
speaks of this force represented by the
Virgin. ‘It overcometh every subtle
thing.’ Spiritual bliss, or beatitude, actually has a higher intensity, or vibration
than mental, psychic or electrical force.
It overcomes opposition by changing
those opposing forces into friendly and
allied parties. Although it may appear
powerless, it has an inner power. The
sword of the Archangel Michael exerts
a particular force, which repulses or
puts to flight anyone who is opposed to
life, or who cannot support its intensity – and it attracts and vivifies anyone
who aspires to life and can accommodate its power. We can think here, also,
of Mother Kali of India, who holds a
sword and severed head in two hands,
and gives a welcome and blessing with
the other two.
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The Emerald Tablet also says that ‘the
Force’: ‘doth penetrate every solid
substance.’ It does so as an emollient –
that is, as a softening and conciliating
action. In the human body this subtle
force brings the breath of life, and releases the body from its solidity. We can
think of this penetrating force also as
the action of the soul leaving the body
at death, or even aspects of the soul
rising above the body in Samadhi. This
example, of Samadhi, perhaps brings us
closest to the Hebrew letter Teth – the
snake – when we think of the Kundalini
energy rising. We can think, also, of the
way the Greeks, with their figure of the
snake-haired Medusa, carried this over
into very negative territory and left it
there – ie, the Kundalini aroused in the
wrong way.
THE HANGED
MAN CARD
The next card is
The Hanged Man.
It has the Hebrew
letter Mem
Mem, with
the meaning of
seas, or water,
associated with
it. This Arcanum
deals with the
situation of being
subject to two
kinds of gravity:
earthly gravity and spiritual gravitation
towards Heaven, or the Higher Self.
The Hanged Man is in the condition of
having replaced the force of attraction
from below with that from above. This
was recognised by the early Christian
hermits, and anchorites in other lands,
who needed the right spiritual pressure,
that’s gained in solitude, to feel ‘Heaven’
at work in their lives.
Fear is due to the menace of being engulfed by the elemental forces of a low30 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / DECEMBER 2021

er order, by being carried away by the
blind forces of the ‘sea’ of the electrical
field of death. On the other hand, the
‘I am’ statements of Christ – ‘I am the
true vine’, ‘I am the way, the truth and
the life,’ and others like this – express
the gravitation to the Divine World, or
the Ocean of the Cosmic Mind, as Paul
Foster Case puts it. They allow a soul to
rise above terrestrial gravitation.
In this point, Tomberg deals with different kinds of physical levitation which
have been observed as a real phenomenon. One kind is the psycho-somatic
rapture of saints, due to celestial gravitation. Another kind is levitation due to
a current of electricity exerting a force
downwards, as it is emanated from the
Muladhara (base) Chakra, where the
serpent power resides. This is a different
aspect of the serpent power to that used
as an example in The Force card above.
An example of this is the case of witches on broom-sticks, or of sorcerers on
‘a beam of fire’ as reported in the rural
regions of Estonia.
The essential nature of celestial gravitation is radiation: the extension of
mental, psychic and physical energy
rising up to an absolute centre. The
essential nature of terrestrial gravitation
is enfoldment. This is the coagulation
of mental, psychic and physical energy
around centres of gravitation on earth
– in nature and the individual. In Alice
Bailey’s book Esoteric Healing (*2), in explaining the energy that can be directed
into a sick person there is a similar
distinction in the types of energy – that
of magnetic, which works with prana
or vital planetary fluid, and radiation,
which works with soul energy drawn
down from higher regions. There will
be more on this later.
The man in the card being hung upside
down expresses the predicament of
a soul, at least some of the time in its

spiritual quest, of being suspended, in
solitude, and receiving no help from
heaven or earth. As King David says,
(in Psalm 107): ‘I Iie awake. I am like a
lonely sparrow on the housetop.’ This is
the abode of the soul at those times. It
may rise up to the celestial, or descend
to the terrestrial. It is at the zero point.
For the true aspirant, though, the ‘solid
ground’ is found above. Heaven guides
his movements – his feet, as the card
displays. That the legs are crossed is
interpreted by others as a conflict, or
cross, at even a high level of the soul, of
the horizontal polarity of selfhood, and
the vertical polarity of the spirit. The
ground below is only the concern of
his head. He is responsible to spiritual
designs for the future, not memories
of the past. An example would be that
of Abraham making his journey into
Canaan, his will guided by what would
take place in the future. It is submission
of the personal consciousness to the
direction of the Universal Mind, as Paul
Foster Case puts it.
The twelve cut branches represent the
idea that the Hanged Man has embraced and taken into his nature all of
the twelve archetypes of the zodiac, and
is able to act from complete unity under
the sign of celestial gravitation.
The Hanged Man is the link between
Darkness and Light. He lives by Faith,
‘The gift of black perfection’. This is
not the darkness of ignorance but that
of knowledge beyond human powers,
that of the ultra-luminous. At times the
soul itself perceives nothing – revelation takes place above it. Saint Theresa,
for example, at times could clearly feel
that Jesus Christ was there beside her;
she could not see him with the eyes of
the soul or body but she felt his presence. And at other times she could see
with the eyes of the soul. Tomberg says
that the ‘eyes of the soul’ are the ‘lotus

flowers’, or chakras. The heart chakra
actually participates in both kinds of
vision – those with and those without images. It perceives presences and
spiritual warmth. An example of an
experience related to this is that of the
two disciples going to Emmaus after
the Crucifixion (Luke xxiv,32) ‘Someone’ joined them and their hearts burnt
within them while he talked to them
and taught them. Then, after a while, he
appeared to them as Himself. The heart
gives certainty of authentic faith, and
this bears witness to the spiritual reality
of visions.
The Hanged Man, then, is like Job,
having been tried and tested as to his
spiritual loyalties.
And after my skin has been thus destroyed,
then from my flesh I shall see God,
whom I shall see on my side,
and my eyes shall behold, and not
another.
My heart faints within me in expectation!
Job xix 26-27 b
THE DEATH
CARD
We move on to the
delicate subject of
Death. The card
of Death has associated with it the
Hebrew letter Nun
Nun,
which means fish,
and also carries a
meaning of generative power, to
sprout or grow. The
Arcanum of Death
expresses the process of the subtraction
of the Self from the astral and etheric
bodies – so that it may rise to the higher spiritual levels, before returning to
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We must seek
to understand
memory
where it most
reveals itself
in the light of
consciousness
– in the domain
of moral
and vertical
memory

derstanding of life. This is like waking
up from a good sleep. There are sayings
from olden times, such as ‘Dawn is the
friend of the Muses’, or ‘the morning
hour has gold in its mouth.’
To begin with, Memory is examined.
There is mechanical memory, which is
just a host of images, appearing according to the laws of association. Also,
there is intellectual memory, in which
you think things through to recover
what you once knew. As well, there is
moral memory, in which events and
people you have strong feelings about
remain with you. And finally, there is
‘vertical memory’, which links ordinary
consciousness to the Higher Self.
Senile lapse of memory is due to the
person having failed, in time, to replace
the functions of intellectual, let alone
mechanical, memory with those of
moral memory. People who see everything to have a moral worth will not
forget anything, to a very advanced age.
Many saints and mystics were known to
have had very good memories.
We must seek to understand memory
where it most reveals itself in the light of
consciousness – in the domain of moral
and vertical memory. The magical or
miraculous force at work, which brings
back to life some experience, is, Tomberg
tells us, is strong feelings, that of love. He
analyses the story of Jesus approaching
the tomb and bringing Lazarus back to
life, in the light of the love Jesus had for
him. You can think of it as Jesus, with his
ardent feelings, recalling him: “Lazarus,
come out!”
Next, we look at the process of Forgetting.
In meditation, prayer or real contemplation, to experience union with God
there must be a conscious forgetting of
all extraneous material, that is, the phenomenal world, in order to spend time
in a higher state. It is the same in normal life when we go to sleep - we forget
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the daytime world. But this allows us to
awaken with a rejuvenated feeling for
worldly life.
St John of the Cross expresses what
happens in this state of higher consciousness. He says that the ‘draught
of God’s most deep wisdom makes the
soul forget all the things of the world.’
But that memory comes back, and
‘(the soul) performs in much greater
perfection all necessary and befitting
actions… through knowledge…supplied in a special manner by God.’ (*3)
So one comes back with an enhanced
understanding of the nature of life.
Tomberg then goes on to give, in the
light of the understanding of death, a
critical view of some philosophical and
mystical paths. He says that they are not
of the ‘Dark Path’, rather they are simply
a wrong path. He regards some, for example that of Gurdjeiff* and Ouspensky
[*George Ivanovich Gurdjieff was one
of the most influential spiritual teachers
of the twentieth century. In his early
years, he participated in expeditions
that went in search of ancient teachings,
partly documented in his book Meetings
with Remarkable Men. P.D. Ouspensky
was one of his students], as aimed at
the human resisting death, becoming
‘death-proof ’, refusing to surrender
consciousness. These systems involve a
crystallisation of the lower bodies – the
astral and the etheric bodies. This crystallisation if effected through friction,
that is by electrical energy produced by
‘the struggle between yes and no in man.’
These are the terms in which Gurdjieff
expresses the process taking place in his
path. Gurdjieff ’s house of four rooms,
four levels of consciousness, is seen to
be constructed from the physical body
upwards, and Tomberg considers that
this is like building the Tower of Babel.
Tomberg claims that many in the early
Christian Church knew about the fact

of repeated incarnations, but they were
opposed to those schools which taught
this path of ‘Crystallisation’, which involved avoiding the path of purification,
illumination and celestial union – that
is, a preparation to confront Eternity.
So, they were hostile to the doctrines
of reincarnation taking root in human
consciousness.
He compares this path of ‘Crystallisation’ to the schools of ‘Radiation’, which
includes Christian Hermeticism. They
work at the de-crystallisation of the human being, and his transformation into
a ‘sun’ of radiation. Systems like Gurdjieff ’s, he says, work from the body up
to the spiritual world, and are essentially materialistic. They are not of the dark
side, but just basically wrong.
What Tomberg has seemed not to have
allowed for, however, is that Gurdjieff
was a very practical man, and a teacher, using a practical system of attaining higher consciousness. Being so,
he always put his concepts into basic
concrete forms, the better to communicate them to his students. At the heart
of his teaching was a higher consciousness being nurtured and brought into
being, and in the process the lower
selves would be brought under control.
Ouspensky, in his own work around
Gurdjieff ’s ideas, presented stupendous
efforts at recovering memories and
knowledge from a higher consciousness. It was somewhat disappointing
that Tomberg didn’t appreciate Gurdjieff ’s and Ouspensky’s work at its true
value. One would have thought that it’s
one of the principles of being on the
mystic path to always give out a fair and
generous assessment of fellow seekers
in the field. That being so – and no-one
is perfect – Tomberg does, in other
parts of this work, give some very valuable insights into the quest for spiritual
understanding.

In his elucidation of this card, the
point he makes about there being two
kinds of death – death of the physical
body and death of the spiritual consciousness, which is a crystallisation of
consciousness around worldly matters,
even just those in the intellectual or
psychic field – this point still stands.
Death, with his scythe, properly understood, cuts off every member of
the body below a certain level, like a
surgeon, allowing he soul to move onto
higher worlds.
THE
TEMPERANCE
CARD
In the card of Temperance we see a
woman pouring
fluid between jugs
at an angle of 45
degrees. The Hebrew letter Samekh
Samekh,
meaning tent-peg
or prop, may be
associated with this
card. It deals with the communication
between the divine world, of eternal
images and energy, and the human
world, of compromised images and
energy.
In assessing man’s predicament,
Tomberg asks if there is anything in
man which counterbalances his tendency to fall away from divine images
and influence. There is, he says - it is
the Guardian Angel. And the angel
in this card can be thought of as the
Guardian Angel. He/She guards a
human being, and cherishes, protects,
visits and defends him. We’ll use the
male gender, although this angel is
thought of with aspects of both sexes.
He guards his memory of the past,
and his future, and his divine mission.
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ness – clairvoyance – when danger is
near, and is his advocate before Divine
Justice. In some respects, the Guardian Angel is like the spirit guides of
other traditions and fields of knowledge – even similar, in some ways,
to the guides of the soul in the work
begun by Michael Newton in hypnotic
regression, though these guides are
not thought of as angels. As well they
could be thought of as just one’s Higher Self.
The wings of the Guardian Angel are
used to elevate it through the currents
of etheric and astral worlds into the
higher spiritual world, drawn by celestial gravitation. Demons, as illustrated
in the card to follow, ‘The Devil’, can
only develop the wings of a bat, by
which they can plunge into the darkness. Humans, too, can acquire wings
in their subtle bodies. However, this
is usually beyond their conscious self.
They can do it by 'unceasing prayer’, as
urged by St Paul, in which the currents of energy from above can meet
that from below. An example of this is
in the book which has become wellknown around the world, The Way
of a Pilgrim. In this book we travel
with a humble, though literate, man of
peasant origins, wandering around the
outlying regions of Russia in the nineteenth Century. As a pilgrim he walks
along the roads and through the forests, and the villages, sometimes alone,
sometimes staying with people who
take him in for a while. He listens to
their stories, and discusses with them
the practice of unceasing prayer. A
seeker after mystical grace he continually recites to himself what is known
as the Jesus Prayer; ‘Lord Jesus Christ,
Son of God, have mercy on me.’
Sometimes ‘a sinner’ is added. After a
while the prayer develops a constancy of its own – when he awakens, the
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prayer is going through his mind, or
he can hear it in the beat of his heart.
Tomberg observes that this shows that,
while on a conscious level it is difficult
to pray constantly, prayer can be carried over into the subconscious where
it can operate unceasingly.
The Guardian Angel, then, watches
over the system of spiritual/psychic/
physical circulation. This includes the
highest centre – the Monad – united with the spiritual world. And the
flow of energy must be in the right
measure in this fluidic relationship.
Temperance maintains the equilibrium between eternity and the moment,
between the image in the divine world,
and its likeness in the human. The
contact between these two, Tomberg
says, can be considered as inner weeping – the Gift of Tears. The tears can
flow outwardly or inwardly.
In Tomberg’s view, in the spirituality
practised in the ancient world, one
wept only ritually, with verbal lamentations, but with Israel real weeping began. This led to the nature of
Christ, who wept, for example when
approaching Lazarus. In the Jewish
sacred book, the Zohar, every revelation is proceeded, or accompanied, by
the weeping of the one who had it, and
who comes to share it with the others.
As well there is the Weeping Wall in
Jerusalem.
Tears, inwardly or outwardly, are the
element proper to inspiration – of the
flow between the higher and lower
self. Inspiration, also, is a combination
of the active and passive states of a
person, represented by the two vases
in the card. While necessary, it is not
enough to be purely humble, purely
passive – that is, the thought that I
am not worthy to receive knowledge
of the divine world. One must also
have a hunger and thirst for the higher

truths: to know how to ask, and dare
to ask.
Great religions are due to experiences of real inspiration in mankind.
Tomberg suggests, however, that unfortunate results have occurred in the
spiritual biography of mankind, due
to a lack of understanding of inspiration. When faced with setbacks in
their endeavours to experience inspiration, some individuals and religious
movements (which he names) have
fallen back on either a purely active,
or purely passive, way of approaching
it – such as faith alone, without human initiative in seeking for truth. He
then gives the example of Saint John
of the Cross, whose writings on ‘the
dark night of the soul’ are well known.
This mystic ‘showed that one can pass
by darkness and aridity of the senses
and mind without drawing back and
without despair.’ That is, he was able
to understand that, even in his ‘dark
nights’, beneath his conscious mind
some current from the spiritual world
was still flowing into him because of
the efforts he was making.
Others - and he mentions Saint Ignatius of Loyola, or Luis Claude de
Saint-Martin, or Papus - had this twofold faith, ‘in God and man’, and they
found an inspiration which guided
them and impelled onwards in their
quest for Truth.
THE DEVIL CARD
Next is The Devil card. This card has
associated with it the Hebrew letter
Ayin, with a meaning of eye, or apAyin
pearances. This letter is, incidentally,
also associated with mirth. Paul Foster
Case tells us that in a hymn to the
Sun-God Ra, from Ancient Egypt, we
read: ‘Thy priests go forth at dawn,
they wash their hearts with laughter.’
Whilst the Arcanum of Temperance is

about inspiration, the Arcanum of the
Devil is about Counter-Inspiration –
that of electrical fire and intoxication.
Again, it can be said that meditation
of the card must not lead to an identification with the subject of it – identification is communion. And the world
of evil is like a jungle in which one can
easily get lost. It is to be noted that
there are no luminous descriptions of
the hierarchies of
evil as there are of
the celestial realm.
Here, in this card,
is not the angel (a
cherubim) who fell
from heaven, or the
ancient dragon who
wages war against
Michael and his
celestial army –
that is, a metaphysical evil entity. The
being here is one
whose origin is the errant behaviour
of human beings, who create something to which they surrender their
freedom. They become slaves to this
monstrous being, and degenerate by
rendering themselves similar to it.
So, there are fallen angels, the ‘Hierarchies of the Left’, which originate in
the spirit world, and have their part
in the cosmic drama, and there are
entities artificially created by people.
This entity in the card represents, at
various times and places, a special passion, and whose body is the totality of
electro-magnetic vibrations produced
by that passion, such as, Tomberg
suggests, Moloch of the Canaanites, or
Quetzelcoatl of the Mexicans. Rudolf
Steiner had his own insights into the
real nature of the Mexican gods Quetzalcoatl, Huitzilopochtli and Tezcatlipoca – how the black magicians had
inverted the true nature of these gods
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How are demons
engendered? The
demon in this
card is created by
the co-operation
of the male and
female principles
– of will and
imagination – as
illustrated by the
man and woman
chained to him.

into their opposites, to serve their
purposes in their cult of heart sacrifice. It is too involved to go into here.
(See Christ and the Maya Calendar by
Robert Powell and Kevin Dann. (*4))
In Tibet there are schools which teach
the aspirant to create demons and then
to destroy them in order to come to
the realization that they are merely
created. Swiss psychiatrist, Dr Carl
Jung spoke of entities consisting of
bundles of conscious energy within
the psychic life of an individual which
have not arrived at any objective
existence but behave as if they had a
mental life of their own.
How are demons engendered? The
demon in this card is created by the
co-operation of the male and female
principles – of will and imagination –
as illustrated by the man and woman
chained to him.
Tomberg then goes on to speak of collective demons, and he uses the term
‘Egregore’ to describe them. He puts,
for example, Marxism in this category,
when it became, in time, a belief that
not only the bourgeoise, the banks,
and capitalism, but the Gospels, mendicant orders and much of the past
generally, were the riff-raff of human
history, and with a fever aimed at
changing everything at a single stroke.
Nazism can be seen as a monstrous
demon taking hold of the population.
He also extends the concept of an
Egregore as a demon or negative entity
to what exists in some philosophical groups and religious orders, his
reasoning being that these Egregores
do not have spiritual beings as their
directors. Here it could be said that
Tomberg may be a little too aligned
with his own particular religious view
in this part of the work. Some mystical
schools and societies are just as connected as the church of his allegiance
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with high spiritual worlds, and have
Egregores which, in the view of this
writer, can be of benefit to individuals
and humanity as a whole. The point,
though, where sincere altruistic and
compassionate feelings end and intoxication begins is admitted. Thus,
there is a need at times to be silent, to
respect the Holy, as is the teaching of
Temperance, so that inspiration does
not become the intoxication of The
Devil.
Tomberg then draws on Christian
writings to point out that for spiritual
seekers, the beginners have to struggle
against demons caused by excesses of
the physical desires, while those more
advanced have to deal with demons
and ‘Hierarchies of the Left’ (Principalities and Powers), whose temptations are more subtle. He observes,
too, that Christian writers have explained that, once fully on the path, we
cannot always rely on angels, in particular our Guardian Angel, to help us,
except at the beginning. As Saint John
of the Cross says: as they progress,
those who seek God have to renounce
every created being, terrestrial and
celestial. They must ‘grow accustomed
to walking by themselves.’
How does one distinguish inspiration
from counter-inspiration? Various
writers have given us some answers to
this. Visions of holy ones are not turbulent, and joy and gladness arise in
the soul, whereas the visits of the devil
bring disturbance, loud, rough voices, and leave the soul confused and
disturbed. As well, the words originating from the higher spiritual worlds
are re-assuring, and do not pass from
memory.
The tradition which Tomberg holds
dearly, that of mystical (Hermetic)
Christianity, has as its essence ‘to see
heaven open, and to see the angels of

God ascending and descending.’ Pure
goodness and love is radiant energy. It
cannot coagulate into individualized
astral or psychic entities. It exists, and
has its being, in the service of celestial
hierarchies, saints and God.
He goes on to discuss holy places and
explains that they are not magnetised
by the will and imagination of believers. The energy they radiate, which allows believers to receive healing energy, comes from being in a place where
heavens open, and angels ascend and
descend. Relics were ‘magnetised’ long
ago by someone who has made the
door open to the heavens. They are not
magnetised by being accumulators of
psychic fluid emanated by believers. In
healing, someone who uses magnetic
energy knows that it can be exhausted.
The saint on the other hand does not
use magnetic energy, but rather heals
by taking the other person’s sickness
upon himself, and by raising it within himself as an offering (‘host’) to
heaven.
In Alice Bailey’s Esoteric Healing
(pages 642-644) there is that similar
distinction between the use of magnetic energy, in which the hands are
used, and radiant energy – which can
only really be used by the adept. The
nature of the use of this radiant energy, in Esoteric Healing, is explained in
somewhat different terms: the healer draws down energy from higher
levels and sends – radiates – it into
the needed centre. At the base level of
commitment to the purpose of healing
it probably amounts to the same thing,
though – Tomberg’s conceptions emphasizing a religious understanding,
and that of the Tibetan master in Esoteric Healing being more pragmatic.
Tomberg then looks at how demons,
those created by humans, may be combated and destroyed. In Depth Psy-

chology, the therapy involves bringing
complexes into the light of day. Similarly, in the spiritual planes, there is
a process of bringing evil to the light
of day. Light drives out darkness – a
demon perceived is a demon rendered
impotent. The early Christian fathers
and saints, such as Saint Anthony,
acted to heal the world by bringing to
light the demons which haunted the
subconscious of mankind.
Of the demons of the ‘Hierarchies of
the Left’ it is a different situation. Demons there cannot be destroyed, but
they can be held off while one gains
clarity and composure, or they can
be sent away to another place. These
beings are not actually enemies of
God, and do not need to be dissipated.
They have a role in the administration
of Justice. They are actually agents of
the prosecution – they accuse man
and try to prove that his is at base a
weak and unworthy creature. They
test man. God himself cannot do it, as
he is totally a force of kindness to his
children. Job had no means of driving
Satan away – he had to endure the
trial, and convince Satan of the futility
of his design to get him to curse God.
Man can combat these accusations of
Satan by drawing on his moral conscience. What is good is then established, since one is righteous and holy
only if good and evil fall into agreement that it is so.
THE TOWER CARD
Finally, we will look at The Tower. This
card has the Hebrew letter Pe associated with it. Pe has the meaning of the
mouth, as an organ of speech, so it can
mean the power of utterance.
This Arcanum obviously looks at the
problem of destructive forces. It needs
to be said at first that it isn’t the physical body that is causing the problem.
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Positive asceticism, which seeks to
combat destructive tendencies, does
not struggle against the body but the
bad tendencies of the soul.
In examining wrong-doing, or evil,
Tomberg makes a distinction between
the approach of the East and the West.
In the East evil is seen to be brought
about by the
identification of
the ego-driven self
with the Self – due
to ignorance, or
Maya (Illusion). In
the West, that is in
the Judaic-Christian tradition,
there is the concept of Original
Sin – which is
the seeking of
knowledge at one’s own instigation,
instead of that of God. This separation
of human will from that of God’s will
took place in heaven, before the fall,
on earth. It was caused by the desire
for another type of knowledge than
revelation, and for another subject of
knowledge than God, and His revelation through the world. This is one
view of a deep subject. Another view
could be that if you move around concepts of God, the Monad, the Self, the
ego, illusion, ignorance, the difference
between the East and West might be a
matter of temperament - at their basis
their beliefs amount to the same thing.
Interestingly, in Isis Unveiled (*5) and
The Secret Doctrine (*6), Madame
Blavatsky speaks of a tradition in
which in the Asian lands, back in the
ancient world, there were two groups
of hierophants, or schools, for those
following a path of knowledge and
magic. There were the Sons of God, in
which instruction and initiation was
given into the divine doctrine of pure
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revelation; and there were others, of
Atlantean origin, who were born with
a sight which embraced all things, that
is, psychic and clairvoyant powers,
and who had, under the influence of
a demon sorcerer named Thevatat,
became wicked sorcerers.
Tomberg goes through the creation
stories in the Hermetic Kore Kosmu,
and finds it, if not identical, then
very much like the Biblical account
of Genesis. There is an account of
souls who existed before the earth
was created and was inhabited by
those souls who became humans. And
it has a similar idea of some souls
becoming audacious, and who began seeking knowledge on their own
initiative – and being penalised for
it. So, Tomberg observes, in Genesis,
man’s lot was to cultivate the garden
of Eden. He identifies the trees of
the garden as the mysteries of union
– mystical, gnostic, magical, Hermetic – of that which is below with
that above, the spiritual world. And
in this occupation, it is necessary to
work, and to allow growth, to think,
and wait. It may be noted Gurdjieff
had a somewhat similar outlook. He
didn’t have much time for professional psychics in his groups. He felt that
often they had been born with some
ability, and, as far as continual development goes, they did not have the
urge to keep working. Jesus, too, as
noted by Rudolf Steiner, did not chose
born psychics for his disciples. There’s
nothing wrong with being born with
psychic powers, of course, it’s just that
the need to keep on working on one’s
basic nature, that is the key. Tomberg
takes this to the point of defining all
evil as knowledge due to revelation
being replaced by knowledge due to
experimentation. One should not
become too specialized, and build a

tower; it is a matter of growth, and
human evolution. This doesn’t cater
all that much, perhaps, to a sense of
human freedom.
He continues on with the aim of getting the high ground for the Western
traditions vis-à-vis the Eastern traditions. He argues that in the Eastern
thinking there is a divorce between
the True Self and the empirical self,
whereas, in the Western traditions
– the marriage is indissoluble, that
in the end the Higher and Lower
selves work together. In this writer’s
opinion this is not a completely fair
assessment. Most of the great Eastern masters he’s acquainted with
address themselves to the whole man
and woman, with the Higher Self in
charge.
The Tower, Tomberg says, is a summary of the relationship between will
and destiny. He mentions the Tower
of Babel, in which the descent of the
Lord confused those who built it, and
scattered them abroad. All autonomous activity from the lower self must
meet divine reality from above. ‘He
who unites himself with an entity of

the fallen hierarchies, instead of with
his ‘Higher Self ’, to the point of being
possessed, will be drowned, i.e. he will
fall prey to madness. This happened
to Nietzsche, the inspired author of
works lauding the ‘superman’ and the
antichrist.’ (*7) It may, of course, not be
an outright collapse. It might be due
to a reliance on an ‘intellectual instrument’ to seek answers to questions.
Hermeticism regards all questions as
crises, and the answers that it seeks are
states of consciousness resulting from
these crises.
He gives an example. There was a
man he came to know, and initially
look up to. He was an esotericist, and
considered a master. After studying
H P Blavatsky’s Secret Doctrine over
a number of years, this man devised a
system – an intellectual instrument –
of circles within circles within circles,
to organise this work, and which
allowed him to answer any question
in any field, be it in science, history
or religion. Some years later, however,
all this must have worn a bit thin. His
students had had enough and left him,
and he finished by publishing a book
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about a ‘white lady’ who haunted an
old house in his town.
Purgatory, as understood in Christianity, can be seen in the light of these
different levels of Consciousness. It is
a meeting of subjectivity with Divine Reality. The soul is plunged into
the absolute light of Consciousness.
Divine Wisdom dazzles and blinds the
soul beyond the capacity of the soul to
absorb it – though the soul does react
by being humbled by it.
Tomberg also gives the example of the
eighteenth-century occultist Cornelius
Agrippa, who, during most of his life,
was occupied in building up a world
of magical knowledge. Then, in his
later years, he became a disenchanted sceptic. The Higher Reality, the
Lightning Bolt, made all the sciences
of the supernatural appear vain. The
Lightning Bolt liberates the magician,
who, after some disenchantment at
the end, returns to a more basic quest
for a peaceful, loving Presence, and
a commitment to human fellowship.
‘nothing should be lost… all should
have eternal life.’ (John vi, 39-40)
The case of P D Ouspensky is interesting. It could be tempting to see that
something like this happened to him
at the end. As his life was drawing to a
close, he informed his students that he
had abandoned the system. “You must
start again,” he told them. “You must
reconstruct everything for yourselves
– from the very beginning.” Some
were dismayed, others saw it in a more
positive light. Something perhaps
outwardly close to what Tomberg was
talking about, in relation to The Tower,
happened, but it wasn’t quite the same.
Ouspensky was communicating the
idea that what he was trying to teach,
with the aid of a system, was beyond
ordinary rational thinking – and that
they would develop more by creating
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some new pathway themselves rather
than falling back on the system as he
taught it. His work was, and continued
to be, aimed at developing an extremely refined awareness, which could
allow a person to see and understand
more of the nature of Reality. Again
and again the lightning strikes, but
one does not resile from the path to a
higher consciousness.
So, I hope that in this article, drawing
mainly on what is really valuable in
Valentin Tomberg’s great work, we
have covered something of what it is
necessary to say, and what it is good
to say, about the Dark Side and Black
Magic, and the idealistic Path of Light
and White Magic. The actual practices
of the Dark Path don’t get much of a
look in. It is a fundamentally inferior
use of our powers, and is nowhere
near as interesting – and challenging –
as the path to Higher Mystical Consciousness.
– Geoff Pascoe, Melbourne, Australia.
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